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THE SYMMETRY APPROACH TO INTEGRABILITY: RECENT
ADVANCES
RAFAEL HERNA´NDEZ HEREDERO AND VLADIMIR SOKOLOV
Abstract. We provide a concise introduction to the symmetry approach to
integrability. Some results on integrable evolution and systems of evolution
equations are reviewed. Quasi-local recursion and Hamiltonian operators are
discussed. We further describe non-abelian integrable equations, especially ma-
trix (ODE and PDE) systems. Some non-evolutionary integrable equations are
studied using a formulation of formal recursion operators that allows to study
non-diagonalisable systems of evolution equations.
1. Introduction
The symmetry approach to the classification of integrable PDEs is being devel-
oped since 1979 by: A. Shabat, A. Zhiber, N. Ibragimov, A. Fokas, V. Sokolov,
S. Svinolupov, A. Mikhailov, R. Yamilov, V. Adler, P. Olver, J. Sanders, J.P. Wang,
V. Novikov, A. Meshkov, D. Demskoy, H. Chen, Y. Lee, C. Liu, I. Khabibullin,
B. Magadeev, R. H. Heredero, V. Marikhin, M. Foursov, S. Startcev, M. Bal-
akhnev, and others. It is very efficient for PDEs with two independent variables
and, under additional assumptions, it can be applied for ODEs.
The basic definition of the symmetry approach is the following.
Definition 1. A differential equation is integrable if it possesses infinitely many
higher infinitesimal symmetries.
This definition is a priori reasonable: linear equations have infinitely many
higher symmetries and all known integrable equations are related to linear equa-
tions by some transformations. These transformations produce symmetries on the
integrable nonlinear equations coming from symmetries of the corresponding linear
equations.
Requiring the existence of higher symmetries is a powerful method to find all
integrable equations from a prescribed class of equations. The first classification
result in the frame of the symmetry approach was the following:
Theorem 1 ([62]). A nonlinear hyperbolic equation of the form
uxy = F (u)
possesses higher symmetries iff (up to scalings and shifts)
F (u) = eu, F (u) = eu + e−u, or F (u) = eu + e−2u.
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There are several reviews [4,5,36,37,40,52] devoted to the symmetry approach
(see also [13,20,24,44]). In this report we mostly concentrate on results not covered
in those papers and books. Due to lack of space, we prefer to illustrate some
significant ideas by examples and to give informal but constructive definitions,
and refer to the cited reviews (e.g. [36, 40, 44]) for more detailed and rigorous
developments. With respect to citations of original sources, we usually cite general
reviews where the references can be found.
1.1. Infinitesimal symmetries. Consider a dynamical system of ODEs
(1)
dyi
dt
= Fi(y
1, . . . , yn), i = 1, . . . , n .
Definition 2. The dynamical system
(2)
dyi
dτ
= Gi(y
1, . . . , yn), i = 1, . . . , n
is called an infinitesimal symmetry of (1) iff (1) and (2) are compatible.
Compatibility means that XY − Y X = 0, where
(3) X =
∑
Fi
∂
∂yi
, and Y =
∑
Gi
∂
∂yi
.
Consider now an evolution equation
(4) ut = F (u, ux, uxx, . . . , un), ui =
∂iu
∂xi
.
A higher (or generalized) infinitesimal symmetry of (4) is an evolution equation
(5) uτ = G(u, ux, uxx, . . . , um), m > 1
that is compatible with (4).
Remark. Infinitesimal symmetries (5) with m ≤ 1 correspond to one-parameter
groups of point or contact transformations [44], the so called classical symmetries.
Compatibility of (4) and (5) means that
∂
∂t
∂u
∂τ
=
∂
∂τ
∂u
∂t
,
where the partial derivatives are calculated in virtue of (4) and (5). The compati-
bility condition can be rewritten as G∗(F ) = F∗(G) or
(6) Dt(G)− F∗(G) = 0.
Here and below for any function a(u, u1, . . . ) we denote
a∗
def
=
∑
k
∂a
∂uk
Dk ,
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where
D =
∞∑
i=0
ui+1
∂
∂ui
is the total x-derivative.
The concept of infinitesimal symmetry is connected with the procedure of lin-
earization of a differential equation. For an arbitrary partial differential equation
Q(u, ux, ut, . . . ) = 0
consider a linear equation
0 =
∂
∂ε
(
Q(u+ εϕ, ux + εϕx, ut + εϕt, . . .
)∣∣∣∣
ε=0
def
= LQ(ϕ),
where the linear differential operator
LQ = ∂Q
∂u
+
∂Q
∂ux
D +
∂Q
∂ut
Dt + . . .
is called the linearization operator for the equation Q = 0. Here D and Dt are the
total derivatives [44] with respect to x and t, respectively.
In the case of an evolution equation (4), we have Q = ut − F and
LQ = Dt − F∗.
Formula (6) means that the symmetry generator, G, is an element of the kernel of
the linearization operator. This is a definition of infinitesimal symmetry which is
directly applicable to the case of non-evolution PDEs.
For a more rigorous definition of symmetries of evolution equations in terms of
evolution vector fields, see [40, 44].
1.2. Examples. In this section we present several examples of polynomial evolu-
tion equations and their symmetries, and also how the existence of a symmetry
allows to find integrable equations.
Example 1. Any equation of the form (4) has the classical symmetry uτ = ux,
which corresponds to the group of displacement parameters x→ x+ λ.
Example 2. For all m and n, the equation uτ = um is a symmetry of the linear
equation ut = un. Symmetries with different m are compatible with each other.
Thus, we have an infinite hierarchy of evolution linear equations such that each of
the equations is a symmetry for all the others.
Example 3. The Burgers equation
(7) ut = uxx + 2uux
has a third-order symmetry
uτ = uxxx + 3uuxx + 3u
2
x + 3u
2ux.
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Example 4. The simplest higher symmetry of the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equa-
tion
(8) ut = uxxx + 6 uux
is
(9) uτ = u5 + 10 uu3 + 20 u1u2 + 30 u
2u1.
Consider equations of the form
(10) ut = u5 + a1 uu3 + a2 u1u2 + a3 u
2u1,
where ai are constants. Let us find all equations (10) admitting a symmetry
uτ = u7 + c1uu5 + c2u1u4 + c3u2u3 + c4u
2u3 + c5uu1u2 + c6u
3
1 + c7u
3u1.
The left hand side of the compatibility condition (6) is a polynomial P in the
variables u1, . . . , u10. There are no linear terms in P . Equating to zero the coeffi-
cients of quadratic terms, we find,
c1 =
7
5
a1, c2 =
7
5
(a1 + a2), c3 =
7
5
(a1 + 2a2).
The vanishing conditions for cubic part allow us to express c4, c5 and c6 in terms
of a1, a2, a3. In addition, it turns out that
a3 = − 3
10
a21 +
7
10
a1a2 − 1
5
a22.
Fourth degree terms lead to a formula expressing c7 in terms of a1, a2 and to the
basic algebraic relation
(a2 − a1)(a2 − 2a1)(2a2 − 5a1) = 0
between the coefficients a1 and a2. Solving this equation, we find that up to a
scaling u → λu there are only four integrable cases: the linear equation ut = u5,
equations
(11) ut = u5 + 5uu3 + 5u1u2 + 5u
2u1,
(12) ut = u5 + 10uu3 + 25u1u2 + 20u
2u1,
and (9). In each of these cases, the terms of the fifth and sixth degrees in the
defining equation are canceled automatically. The equations (11) and (12) are
well known [23, 49].
Subsection 2.2 deals with an advanced version of symmetry test, where there
is no requirement for the polynomiality of the right-hand side of equation (4), as
well as fixing the order of symmetry. Only the existence of an infinite hierarchy of
symmetries is required. A similar approach is being developed for equations with
local higher conservation laws.
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1.3. First integrals and local conservation laws. In the ODE case the concept
of a first integral (or integral of motion) is one of the basic notions. A function
f(y1, . . . , yn) is a first integral for the system (1) if its value does not depend on t
for any solution {y1(t), . . . , yn(t)} of (1). Since
d
dt
(
f(y1(t), . . . , yn(t))
)
= X(f),
where the vector field X is defined by (3), from the algebraic point of view a first
integral is a solution of the first order PDE
X
(
f(y1, . . . , yn)
)
= 0.
In the case of evolution equations of the form (4) the concept of integral of motion
is substituted by that of local conservation law: a pair of functions ρ(u, ux, ...) and
σ(u, ux, ...) such that
(13)
∂
∂t
(
ρ(u, ux, . . . , up)
)
=
∂
∂x
(
σ(u, ux, . . . , uq)
)
for any solution u(x, t) of (4). The functions ρ and σ are called density and flow
of the conservation law (13), respectively.
For soliton-type solutions, which are decreasing with derivatives as x → ±∞,
we obtain
∂
∂t
∫ +∞
−∞
ρ dx = 0
for any polynomial density ρ with a constant free term. This justifies the name.
conserved density for the function ρ. Similarly, if u(x, t) is periodic in x with a
periodL, then the value of the functional
∫ L
0
ρ dx on the solution u does not depend
on time, so it is an integral of motion for equation (4).
Example 5. The functions
ρ1 = u, ρ2 = u
2, ρ3 = −u2x + 2u3
are conserved densities for the Korteweg-de Vries equation (8).
Example 6. For any n the function ρn = u
2
n is a conserved density for the linear
equation
(14) ut = u3.
2. The symmetry approach to integrability
The symmetry approach to the classification of integrable PDEs with two in-
dependent variables is based on the existence of higher symmetries and/or local
conservation laws.
In the terminology by F. Calogero, an equation is S-integrable if it has infinitely
many higher symmetries and conservation laws. And it is C-integrable if it has
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infinitely many higher symmetries but only a finite number of higher conservation
laws.
Proposition 1 ([1], Theorem 29 in [40]). Scalar evolution equations (4) of even
order n = 2k cannot possess infinitely many higher local conservation laws.
Typical examples of S-integrable and C-integrable are the KdV-equation (8) and
the Burgers equation (7), respectively.
Remark. Usually, the inverse scattering method can be applied to S-integrable
equations while C-integrable equations can be reduced to linear equations by dif-
ferential substitutions. However, to eliminate obvious exceptions like the linear
equation (14), we need to refine the definition of S-integrable equations (see Defi-
nition 7).
There are two types of classifications obtained with the symmetry approach:
a “weak” version, with equations admitting conservation laws and symmetries
(S-integrable equations), and a “strong” version related only to symmetries, con-
taining both S-integrable and C-integrable equations.
2.1. Description of some classification results.
2.1.1. Hyperbolic equations. The first classification result using the symmetry ap-
proach was formulated in Theorem (1), and concerned hyperbolic equations. Nev-
ertheless, to fully classify more general integrable hyperbolic equations remains an
open problem. Some partial results were obtained in [31, 61].
Example 7. The following equation
uxy = S(u)
√
u2x + 1
√
u2y + 1, where S
′′ − 2S3 + c S = 0,
is integrable.
For hyperbolic equations uxy = Ψ(u, ux, uy) the symmetry approach assumes
the existence of both x-symmetries of the form ut = A(u, ux, uxx, . . . , ) and y-
symmetries of the form uτ = B(u, uy, uyy, . . . , ), as it happens with the famous
integrable sin-Gordon equation uxy = sin u. In [31] a classification was given
assuming that both x and y-symmetries are integrable evolution equations of third
order. In the survey [63] the reader can find further results on integrable hyperbolic
equations.
2.1.2. Evolution equations. For evolution equations of the form (4), some necessary
conditions for the existence of higher symmetries not depending on symmetry order
were found in [19, 52] (cf. Subsection 2.2). It was proved in [56] that the same
conditions hold if the equation (4) admits infinitely many local conservation laws.
In fact, the conditions for conservation laws are stronger (see Theorem 7) than the
conditions for symmetries.
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Second order equations. All nonlinear integrable equations of the form
ut = F (x, t, u, u1, u2)
were listed in [55] and [53]. The answer is:
ut = u2 + 2uux + h(x),
ut = u
2u2 − λxu1 + λu,
ut = u
2u2 + λu
2,
ut = u
2u2 − λx2u1 + 3λxu.
This list is complete up to contact transformations of the form
tˆ = χ(t), xˆ = ϕ(x, u, u1), uˆ = ψ(x, u, u1),
uˆi =
(
1
D(ϕ)
D
)i
(ψ), D(ϕ)
∂ψ
∂u1
= D(ψ)
∂ϕ
∂u1
.
The first three equations of the list possess local symmetries and form a list ob-
tained in [55]. The latter equation has so called weakly non-local symmetries
(see [53]). According to Proposition 1 all these equations are C-integrable. They
are related to the heat equation vt = vxx by differential substitutions of Cole-Hopf
type [58].
Third order equations. A first result of the “weak” type for equations (4) is the
following:
Theorem 2 ([56]). A complete list (up to “almost invertible” transformations [58])
of equations of the form
(15) ut = uxxx + f(u, ux, uxx)
with an infinite sequence of conservation laws can be written as:
ut = uxxx + 6u ux,
ut = uxxx + u
2ux,
ut = uxxx − 1
2
u3x + (αe
2u + βe−2u)ux,
ut = uxxx − 1
2
Q′′ ux +
3
8
(Q− u2x)2x
ux (Q− u2x)
,
ut = uxxx − 3
2
u2xx +Q(u)
ux
, with Q(v)(u) = 0.(16)
For the “strong” version of this Theorem see [32, 57].
More general integrable third order equations of the form ut = F (u, ux, uxx, uxxx)
admit three possible types of uxxx-dependence [36]:
1) ut = a uxxx+b, 2) ut =
a
(uxxx + b)2
+c, and 3) ut =
2a uxxx + b√
a u2xxx + b uxxx + c
+d,
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where the functions a, b, c and d depend on u, ux, uxx. A complete classification
of integrable equations of such type is not finished yet [16, 18], but there is the
following insight.
Conjecture. All integrable third order equations are related to the KdV equation
or to the Krichever-Novikov equation (16) by differential substitutions of Cole-Hopf
and Miura type [59].
Fifth order equations. All equations of the form
ut = u5 + F (u, ux, u2, u3, u4),
possessing higher conservation laws were found in [11].
The list of integrable cases contains well-known equations and several new equa-
tions like
ut = u5 + 5(u2 − u21 + λ1e2u − λ22e−4u) u3 − 5u1u22
+ 15(λ1e
2u u3 + 4λ
2
2e
−4u) u1u2 + u
5
1 − 90λ22e−4u u31 + 5(λ1e2u − λ22e−4u)2 u1.
The “strong” version of this classification result appears in [32].
The problem of classifying integrable equations
(17) ut = un + F (u, ux, uxx, . . . , un−1), ui =
∂iu
∂xi
with arbitrary n seems to be far of being solved. Nevertheless, there are some clues
to conclude that the only relevant classifications are those with n = 2, 3, 5. Each
integrable equation together with all its symmetries form a hierarchy of integrable
equations. As a rule, the members of a hierarchy also commute between themselves,
i.e. each equation of the hierarchy is a higher symmetry for all others (cf. [51] for
more details). In the case of equations (17) polynomial and homogeneous, it was
proved in [46,48] that the corresponding hierarchy contains an equation of second,
third, or fifth order. It seems quite plausible that this fact could be extended to
the general, non-polynomial case (17).
Further references on the classification of scalar evolution equations are the
reviews [32, 36, 37, 40, 52] and papers [2, 7, 12, 22].
2.1.3. Systems of two equations. In [34, 35] necessary conditions of integrability
were generalized to the case of systems of evolution equations. Computations
become involved and the most general classification problem solved [34, 35, 37] is
that of all S-integrable systems systems of the form
(18) ut = u2 + F (u, v, u1, v1), vt = −v2 +G(u, v, u1, v1).
Besides the well-known NLS equation written as a system of two equations
(19) ut = −uxx + 2u2v, vt = vxx − 2v2u,
basic integrable models from a long list of such integrable models are:
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• a version of the Boussinesq equation
ut = u2 + (u+ v)
2, vt = −v2 + (u+ v)2;
• and the two-component form of the Landau-Lifshitz equation

ut = u2 − 2u
2
1
u+ v
− 4 (p(u, v) u1 + r(u) v1)
(u+ v)2
,
vt = −v2 + 2v
2
1
u+ v
− 4 (p(u, v) v1 + r(−v) u1)
(u+ v)2
,
where r(y) = c4y
4 + c3y
3 + c2y
2 + c1y + c0 and
p(u, v) = 2c4u
2v2 + c3(uv
2 − vu2)− 2c2uv + c1(u− v) + 2c0.
A complete list of integrable systems (18) up to transformations
u→ Φ(u), v → Ψ(v)
should contain more the 100 systems. Such a list never has been published. In [37]
appears a list complete up to “almost invertible” transformations [38]. All of these
equations have a fourth order symmetry of the form
(20)
{
uτ = uxxxx + f(u, v, ux, vx, uxx, vxx, uxxx, vxxx),
vτ = −vxxxx + g(u, v, ux, vx, uxx, vxx, uxxx, vxxx)
.
Reference [54] contains a classification of integrable equations of the form{
ut = uxx + A1(u, v) ux + A2(u, v) vx + A0(u, v),
vt = −vxx +B1(u, v) vx +B2(u, v) ux +B0(u, v)
that includes C-integrable equations. The integrability requirement is that the
system admits a fourth order symmetry (20) and triangular systems like ut =
uxx + 2uvx, vt = −vxx − 2vvx are disregarded.
2.2. Integrability conditions. We denote by F a field of functions depending
on a finite number of variables u, u1, . . .. The field of constants is C.
2.2.1. Pseudo-differential series. Consider a skew field of (non-commutative) pseudo-
differential series of the form
(21) A = amD
m + am−1D
m−1 + . . .+ a0 + a−1D
−1 + a−2D
−2 + . . . , ak ∈ F .
The number ord(A) = m ∈ Z is called the order of A. If ai = 0 for i < 0, then A
is a differential operator.
The product of two pseudo-differential series is defined over monomials by
Dk ◦ bDm = bDm+k + C1kD(b)Dk+m−1 + C2kD2(b)Dk+m−2 + · · · ,
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where k,m ∈ Z and Cjn =
(
n
j
)
is the binomial coefficient. The formally conjugated
pseudo-differential series A+ is defined as
A+ = (−1)mDm◦ am+(−1)m−1Dm−1◦ am−1+· · ·+a0−D−1◦ a−1+D−2◦ a−2+· · · .
For any series (21) there is a unique inverse series B such that A ◦B = B ◦A = 1,
and there are m-th roots C such that Cm = A, unique up to a numeric factor ε
with εm = 1. Notice that ord(B) = −m and ord(C) = 1.
Definition 3. The residue of series (21) is the coefficient of D−1: res(A) = a−1.
The logarithmic residue of A is defined as res logA = an−1/an.
Theorem 3 ([3]). For any two series A, B the residue of the commutator belongs
to ImD:
res[A,B] = D(σ(A,B)),
where σ(A,B) =
p+q+1>0∑
p≤ord(B), q≤ord(A)
Cp+q+1q ×
p+q∑
s=0
(−1)sDs(aq)Dp+q−s(bq).
2.2.2. Formal symmetry.
Definition 4. A pseudo-differential series R that satisfies
(22) Dt(R) = [F∗, R], where F∗ =
n∑
i=0
∂F
∂ui
Di
is called formal symmetry, or formal recursion operator1, of eq. (4).
Proposition 2 ([52]).
1) If R1 and R2 are formal symmetries, then R1 ◦ R2 is a formal symmetry
too;
2) If R is a formal symmetry of order k, so is Ri/k for any i ∈ Z;
3) Let Λ be a formal symmetry of order 1
(23) Λ = l1D + l0 + l−1D
−1 + · · · .
Then R can be written in the form
R =
k∑
−∞
aiΛ
i, k = ord(R), ai ∈ C;
4) In particular, any formal symmetry Λ¯ of order 1 has the form
Λ¯ =
1∑
−∞
ciΛ
i, ci ∈ C.
1Relation (22) can be rewritten as [Dt − F+∗ , R] = 0. Therefore any genuine operator that
satisfies (22) maps higher symmetries of the equation (4) to higher symmetries.
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In Sections 2 and 3 we will only consider a formal symmetry Λ of order 1, without
loss of generality (see Item 2) of Proposition 2).
Example 8. Consider finding formal symmetries of equations of KdV type
(24) ut = u3 + f(u, u1).
With
F∗ = D
3 +
∂f
∂u1
D +
∂f
∂u
, Λ = l1D + l0 + l−1D
−1 + · · · .
equation (22) becomes an infinite system of differential equations whose members
are the coefficients of D3, D2, . . . equaled to zero. The first equations are
D3 : 3D(l1) = 0; D
2 : 3D2(l1) + 3D(l0) = 0;
D : D3(l1) + 3D
2(l0) + 3D(l−1) +
∂f
∂u1
D(l1) = Dt(l1) + l1D
(
∂f
∂u1
)
.
The first three equations above imply that l1 = 1, l0 = 0 and l−1 =
1
3
∂f
∂u1
, i.e.
Λ = D +
1
3
∂f
∂u1
D−1 + · · ·
The first obstacle for the existence of Λ appears in the coefficient of D−1, requiring
that ∂4f(u, u1)/∂u
4
1 = 0. Thus, there are no formal symmetries for an arbitrary
function f(u, u1) in (24).
Remark 1. In general, for any k the equation for the coefficient lk of Λ can be
written as D(lk) = Sk, where Sk ∈ F is an already known function. The equation
is solvable only if Sk ∈ ImD. Thus there are infinitely many obstacles for the
existence of a formal symmetry. The integration constant appearing in lk can be
taken as 0 (except for k = 1) because of Proposition 2.
Theorem 4 ([19, 52]). If an equation ut = F possesses an infinite sequence of
higher symmetries
uτi = Gi(u, . . . , umi), mi →∞
then it has a formal symmetry.
2.2.3. Formal symplectic operator. It is known [36, p. 122] that for any conserved
density ρ the variational derivative
X =
δρ
δu
=
∑
k
(−1)kDk
(
∂ρ
∂uk
)
,
satisfies the equation conjugate to (6):
(25) Dt (X) + F
+
∗ (X) = 0 .
Any solution X ∈ F of equation (25) is called cosymmetry.
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Definition 5. A pseudo-differential series
S = smD
m + sm−1D
m−1 + · · ·+ s0 + s−1D−1 + · · · , sm 6= 0, si ∈ F
is called a formal symplectic operator2 of order m for equation (4) if it satisfies
(26) Dt(S) + S F∗ + F
+
∗ S = 0 .
It follows from (26) that equations of the form (4) of even order n have no formal
symplectic operators.
Lemma 1. The ratio S−11 S2 of any two formal symplectic operators S1 and S2
satisfies the equation (22) of a formal symmetry.
Theorem 5 ([19, 52]). If equation ut = F possesses an infinite sequence of local
conservation laws, then the equation has:
1) a formal recursion operator Λ and
2) a formal symplectic operator S of first order.
Remark (see [52]). Without loss of generality one can assume that
S+ = −S, Λ+ = −S−1ΛS.
2.2.4. Canonical densities and necessary integrability conditions. In this paragraph
we formulate the necessary conditions over equations (4) to admit infinite higher
symmetries or conservation laws. According to Theorems 4 and 5, such equations
possess a formal symmetry. The obstructions in Remark 1 to the existence of a for-
mal symmetry, are thus integrability conditions. It tuns out that these conditions
can be written in the form of conservation laws.
Definition 6. For equations (4) possessing a formal symmetry Λ, the functions
(27) ρi = res (Λ
i), i = −1, 1, 2, . . . , and ρ0 = res log(Λ)
are called canonical densities for equation (4) .
Adler’s theorem 3 implies the following result.
Theorem 6. If an equation (4) has a formal symmetry Λ, then the canonical
densities (27) define corresponding local conservation laws
(28) Dt(ρi) = D(σi), σi ∈ F , i = −1, 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Theorem 7 ([52]). Under the assumptions of Theorem 5, all even canonical den-
sities ρ2j belong to ImD.
Example 9. The differential operator Λ = D is a formal symmetry for any linear
equation of the form ut = un. Therefore all canonical densities are equal to zero.
2Relation (26) can be rewritten as (Dt + F
+
∗
) ◦ S = S(Dt − F∗). This means that a genuine
operator S : F → F maps symmetries to cosymmetries. If equation (4) is Hamiltonian, then the
symplectic operator, which is inverse to the Hamiltonian operator, satisfies equation (26) [10].
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Example 10. The KdV equation (8) has a recursion operator
(29) Λˆ = D2 + 4u+ 2u1D
−1 ,
which satisfies equation (22). A corresponding formal symmetry of order 1 for the
KdV equation is Λ = Λˆ1/2. The infinite commutative hierarchy of symmetries for
the KdV equation is generated by the recursion operator:
G2k+1 = Λˆ
k(u1) .
The first five canonical densities for the KdV equation are
ρ−1 = 1, ρ0 = 0, ρ1 = 2u, ρ2 = 2u1, ρ3 = 2u2 + u
2.
Example 11. The Burgers equation (7) has the recursion operator
Λ = D + u+ u1D
−1 .
Functions Gn = Λ
n(u1) are generators of symmetries for the Burgers equation.
The canonical densities for the Burgers equation are
ρ−1 = 1, ρ0 = u, ρ1 = u1, ρ2 = u2 + 2uu1, . . . .
Although ρ0 is not trivial (i.e. ρ0 /∈ ImD), all other canonical densities are trivial.
Now we can refine the definition of C-integrability such that linear equations
become C-integrable.
Definition 7. Equation (4) is called S-integrable if it has a formal symmetry that
provides infinitely many non-trivial canonical densities. An equation is called C-
integrable if it has a formal symmetry such that only finite number of canonical
densities are non-trivial.
Remark. It follows from Theorems 4, 5, 6 and 7 that if we are going to find
equations (4) with higher symmetries, we have to use conditions (28) only, while
for equations with higher conservation laws we may additionally assume that ρ2j =
D(θj) + cj , where θj ∈ F and cj ∈ C. Thus the necessary conditions, which we
employ for conservation laws are stronger than ones for symmetries.
Using the ideas of [7, 30], a recursive formula for the whole infinite chain of
canonical conserved densities can be derived. For equations of the form (15) such
a formula was obtained in [32]:
ρ0 = −1
3
f2, ρ1 =
1
9
f 22 −
1
3
f1 +
1
3
D(f2),
ρn+2 =
1
3
[
σn − δn,0f0 − f1ρn − f2
(
D(ρn) + 2ρn+1 +
n∑
s=0
ρs ρn−s
)]
−
n+1∑
s=0
ρs ρn+1−s − 1
3
∑
0≤s+k≤n
ρs ρk ρn−s−k
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−D
[
ρn+1 +
1
2
n∑
s=0
ρs ρn−s +
1
3
D(ρn)
]
, n ≥ 0,(30)
Here, δi,j is the Kronecker delta and fi = ∂f/∂ui, for i = 0, 1, 2.
Using the integrability conditions, one can find all equations of the prescribed
type, which have a formal symmetry. A full classification result includes:
1) A complete3 list of integrable equations that satisfy the necessary integra-
bility conditions;
2) A confirmation of integrability for each equation from the list;
For Item 2) one can find a Lax representation or a transformation that links the
equation with an equation known to be integrable. The existence of an auto-
Ba¨cklud transformation with an arbitrary parameter is also a proper justification
of integrability.
Remark. From a proof of a classification result one can derive a constructive
description of transformations that bring a given integrable equation to one from
the list and the number of necessary conditions, which should be verified for a given
equation to establish its integrability.
The classifications of integrable evolution equations discussed in Section 2.1 have
been performed using the theory described in this section.
2.3. Recursion and Hamiltonian quasi-local operators. Recursion and Hamil-
tonian operators establish additional relations between higher symmetries and con-
served densities.
Proposition 3. If the operator R : F → F satisfies the equation4
(31) Dt(R) = F∗R−RF∗,
then, for any symmetry5 G of equation (4), R(G) is also a symmetry of (4).
Definition 8. An operator R : F → F satisfying (31) is called recursion operator
for equation (4).
The set of all recursion operators forms an associative algebra over C.
The simplest symmetry for any equation (4) is uτ = ux. Acting with a recursion
operator over ux usually yields the generators of all the other symmetries.
A recursion operator is usually non-local (see, for instance, (29)) so it can only
be applied to a very special subset of F to get a function in F .
3usually complete up to a class of admissible transformations.
4In the language of differential geometry, this relation means that the Lie derivative of the
operator R, by virtue of equation (4), is zero.
5For brevity, we often refer to the symmetry by its generator G.
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2.3.1. Quasi-local recursion operators. Most of the known recursion operators have
the following special non-local structure:
(32) R = R +
k∑
i=1
GiD
−1 ◦ gi, gi, Gi ∈ F ,
where R is a differential operator. Such operators are called quasi-local or weakly
nonlocal.
Definition 9. An operator R of the form (32) is called a quasi-local recursion
operator for equation (4) if
1) R, considered as a pseudo-differential series, satisfies (31);
2) the functions Gi are generators of some symmetries for (4);
3) the functions gi are variational derivatives of conserved densities
6.
Example 12. The recursion operator (29) for the KdV equation is quasi-local
with k = 1, G1 = ux/2 and g1 = δu/δu = 1.
The first reference we know of where a quasi-local ansatz for finding a recursion
operator was used, is [50].
It can be proved that the set of all quasi-local recursion operators for the KdV
equation form a commutative associative algebra Arec over C generated by the op-
erator (29), i.e. Arec is isomorphic to the algebra of all polynomials in one variable.
It turns out that this is not true for integrable models such as the Krichever-
Novikov and the Landau-Lifshitz equations. In particular, the Krichever-Novikov
equation (16) has two quasi-local recursion operators R1 and R2 such that R22 =
R31 − φR1 − θ, where the constants φ, θ are polynomial in the coefficients of Q.
Remark. In the case of the the Krichever-Novikov equation (16), the ratio R3 =
R2R−11 satisfies equation (31). It belongs to the skew field of differential operator
fractions [47]. However, this operator is not quasi-local and it is unclear how to
apply it even to the simplest symmetry generator ux.
Further information about this matter can be found in [9, 50].
2.3.2. Hamiltonian operators. Most of the known integrable equations (4) can be
written in a Hamiltonian form as
ut = H
(
δρ
δu
)
,
where ρ is a conserved density and H is a Hamiltonian operator. The analog of
the operator identity (31) for Hamiltonian operators is given by
(33) (Dt − F∗)H = H(Dt + F+∗ ),
6It might be reasonable to add the hereditary property [14] of the operatorR to the properties
1)–3).
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which means that H maps cosymmetries to symmetries. This formula justified by
the general theory [10], that states that Hamiltonian operators play an inverse role
of that of symplectic operators (see (26)).
The Poisson bracket corresponding to a Hamiltonian operator H is defined by
(34) {f, g} = δf
δu
H
(δg
δu
)
.
Skew-symmetricity and the Jacobi identity for (34) are required. Namely,
(35) {f, g}+ {g, f} ∈ ImD,
(36) {{f, g}, h}+ {{g, h}, f}+ {{h, f}, g} ∈ ImD
for f, g ∈ F . Thus, Hamiltonian operators should satisfy, besides (33), some
identities (see for example [10,44]) equivalent to (35), (36). Lemma 1 suggests the
next result.
Lemma 2. If operators H1 and H2 satisfy (33), then R = H2H−11 satisfies (22).
As a rule, Hamiltonian operators are local (differential) or quasi-local operators
H = H +
m∑
i=1
GiD
−1G¯i,
where H is a differential operator and Gi, G¯i are symmetries [27, 41].
The KdV equation possesses two local Hamiltonian operators
H1 = D, H2 = D3 + 4uD + 2ux.
Their ratio gives the recursion operator (29).
The first example
H0 = uxD−1ux
of a quasi-local Hamiltonian operator was found in paper [50], where the Krichever-
Novikov equation (16) was studied. In [9] it was shown that, besides H0, equa-
tion (16) possesses two more quasi-local Hamiltonian operators.
3. Integrable non-abelian equations
3.1. ODEs on free associative algebras. We consider ODE systems of the
form
(37)
dxα
dt
= Fα(x), x = (x1, ..., xN), α = 1, . . . , N,
where xi(t) are m×m matrices, Fα are (non-commutative) polynomials with con-
stant scalar coefficients. As usual, a symmetry is defined as an equation
(38)
dxα
dτ
= Gα(x),
compatible with (37).
In the case N = 2 we denote x1 = u, x2 = v.
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3.1.1. Manakov top. The system
(39) ut = u
2 v − v u2, vt = 0
has infinitely many symmetries for any size of the matrices u and v. Many im-
portant multi-component integrable systems can be obtained as reductions of (39).
For instance, if u is m×m matrix such that ut = −u, and v is a constant diagonal
matrix, then (39) is equivalent to the m-dimensional Euler top. The integrability
of this model by the inverse scattering method was established by S.V. Manakov
in [28].
Consider the cyclic reduction
u =


0 u1 0 0 · 0
0 0 u2 0 · 0
· · · · · ·
0 0 0 0 · um−1
um 0 0 0 · 0

 , v =


0 0 0 · 0 Jm
J1 0 0 · 0 0
0 J2 0 · 0 0
· · · · · ·
0 0 0 · Jm−1 0

 ,
where uk and Jk are matrices of lower size. Then (39) is equivalent to the non-
abelian Volterra chain
d
dt
uk = ukuk+1Jk+1 − Jk−1uk−1uk, k = 1, . . . , m.
If we assume m = 3, J1 = J2 = J3 = Id and u3 = −u1 − u2 the system becomes
ut = u
2 + uv + vu , vt = −v2 − uv − vu .
3.1.2. Matrix generalization of a flow on an elliptic curve. The system
(40)
{
ut = v
2 + cu+ a I,
vt = u
2 − cv + b I, a, b, c ∈ C,
where u and v are m ×m-matrices and I is the identity matrix, is integrable for
any m. It has a Lax pair [64] and possesses an infinite sequence of polynomial
symmetries. If m = 1, this system can be written in the Hamiltonian form
ut = −∂H
∂v
, vt =
∂H
∂u
with Hamiltonian
H =
1
3
u3 − 1
3
v3 − cuv + bu− av.
For generic a, b, c the relation H = constant defines an elliptic curve, and equa-
tions (40) describe the motion of a point along this curve.
In the homogeneous case the system (40) has the form [39]
(41) ut = v
2, vt = u
2.
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F. Calogero has observed that in the matrix case the functions xi = λ
1/2
i , where λi
are the eigenvalues of the matrix u− v, satisfy the following integrable system:
x
′′
i = −x5i +
∑
j 6=i
[
(xi − xj)−3 + (xi + xj)−3
]
.
3.1.3. Non-abelian systems. The variables x1, . . . , xN in (37) can be regarded as
generators of a free associative algebra A. We call systems on A non-abelian
systems. In order to understand what compatibility of equations (37) and (38)
means, we use the following definition.
Definition 10. A linear map d : A → A is called a derivation if it satisfies the
Leibnitz rule: d(xy) = xd(y) + d(x)y.
Fixing d(xi) = Fi(x) over all generators xi of A uniquely determines d(z) for
any z ∈ A, through the Leibnitz rule. The polynomials Fi can be taken arbitrarily.
Instead of dynamical system (37) one considers the derivation Dt : A → A such
that Dt(xi) = Fi. Compatibility of (37) and (38) means that the corresponding
derivations Dt and Dτ commute: DtDτ −DτDt = 0.
From the symmetry approach point of view, system (37) is integrable if it pos-
sesses infinitely many linearly independent symmetries.
Two-component non-abelian systems. Consider non-abelian systems
ut = P (u, v) , vt = Q(u, v) , P, Q ∈ A
on the free associative algebra A over C with generators u and v. Define an
involution ⋆ on A by the formulas
(42) u⋆ = u , v⋆ = v , (a b)⋆ = b⋆ a⋆ , a, b ∈ A.
Two systems related to each other by a linear transformation of the form
(43) uˆ = αu+ βv , vˆ = γu+ δv , αδ − βγ 6= 0
and involutions (42) are defined as equivalent.
The simplest class is that of quadratic systems of the form
(44)
{
ut = α1u u+ α2u v + α3v u+ α4v v,
vt = β1v v + β2v u+ β3u v + β4u u.
The problem is to describe all non-equivalent systems (44) which possess infinitely
many symmetries. Some preliminary results were obtained in [39]. Here we follow
the paper [64].
It is reasonable to assume that the corresponding scalar system
(45)
{
ut = a1u
2 + a2uv + a3v
2,
vt = b1v
2 + b2uv + b3u
2,
where a1 = α1, a2 = α2 + α3, a3 = α4, b1 = β1, b2 = β2 + β3, b3 = β4
should be integrable. The main feature of integrable systems of the form (45) is
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the existence of infinitesimal polynomial symmetries and first integrals. Another
evidence of integrability is the absence of movable singularities in solutions for
complex t. The so-called Painleve´ approach is based on this assumption. Our first
requirement is that system (45) should possess a polynomial first integral I.
Lemma 3. Suppose that a system (45) has a homogeneous polynomial integral I(u, v).
Then it has an infinite sequence of polynomial symmetries of the form
(46)
{
uτ = I
N (α1u
2 + α2uv + α3v
2),
vτ = I
N (β1v
2 + β2uv + β3u
2)
N ∈ N.
Writing I in factorized form:
I =
k∏
i=1
(u− κiv)ni, ni ∈ N, κi 6= κj if i 6= j.
Theorem 8. Suppose that at least one of the coefficients of a system (45) is not
equal to zero. Then k ≤ 3.
Consider the case k = 3.7 Transformations (43) reduce I to the form
(47) I = uk1(u− v)k2vk3,
where ki are natural numbers which are defined up to permutations. Without loss
of generality we assume that
k1 ≤ k2 ≤ k3
and that k1, k2, k3 have no non-trivial common divisor.
Lemma 4. A system (45) has an integral (47) iff up to a scaling u→ µu, v → µv
it has the following form:
(48)
{
ut = −k3 u2 + (k3 + k2) uv
vt = −k1 v2 + (k1 + k2) uv.
Proposition 4. A system (48) satisfies the Painleve´ test in the following three
cases:
Case 1. k1 = k2 = k3 = 1;
Case 2. k1 = k3 = 1, k2 = 2;
Case 3. k1 = 1, k2 = 2, k3 = 3.
Any non-abelian system which coincides with (48) in the scalar case, has the
form
(49)
{
ut = −k3 u2 + (k2 + k3) uv + α(uv − vu)
vt = −k1 v2 + (k1 + k2) vu+ β(vu− uv).
7For the cases k = 1, 2 see [64].
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Let us find the parameters α and β such that (49) has infinitely many symmetries
that reduce to (46) in the scalar case.
Consider Case 1: k1 = k2 = k3 = 1. The integral I is of degree 3 and (46)
implies that the simplest symmetry is supposed to be of fifth degree.
Theorem 9. In the case k1 = k2 = k3 = 1 there exist only 5 non-equivalent
non-abelian systems of the form (49) that have a fifth degree symmetry. They
correspond to the following pairs α, β in (49):
1. α = −1, β = −1,
2. α = 0, β = −1,
3. α = 0, β = −2,
4. α = 0, β = 0,
5. α = 0, β = −3.
System (41) is equivalent to the system in Item 1.
Consider now Case 2: k1 = k3 = 1, k2 = 2. We thus suppose a simplest
symmetry of degree 6.
Theorem 10. In the case k1 = k3 = 1, k2 = 2 there exist only 4 non-equivalent
systems (49) that have the symmetry of degree six. They correspond to:
1. α = −1, β = −1,
2. α = 0, β = −2,
3. α = 0, β = 0,
4. α = 0, β = −4.
The classification of integrable non-abelian systems (49) ends with Case 3:
Theorem 11. In the case k1 = 1, k2 = 2, k3 = 3 there exist only 5 non-equivalent
systems (49) with the symmetry of degree 8. They correspond to:
1. α = −2, β = 0,
2. α = −4, β = 0,
3. α = −6, β = 0,
4. α = 0, β = −6,
5. α = 0, β = 0.
The integrable systems found in [64] contain all examples from [39] as well as
new integrable non-abelian systems of the form (44). Moreover, all integrable
inhomogeneous generalizations of these systems were found in [64]. System (40) is
one of them.
There are interesting integrable non-abelian Laurent systems. In this case we
extend the free associative algebra A with generators u and v by new symbols u−1
and v−1 such that uu−1 = u−1u = vv−1 = v−1v = I.
Example 13. In the paper [65] the following integrable non-abelian Laurent system
ut = uv − uv−1 − v−1, vt = −vu+ vu−1 + u−1,
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proposed by M. Kontsevich, was investigated. It can be regarded as a non-trivial
deformation of the integrable system8
ut = uv, vt = −vu
by Laurent terms of smaller degree.
3.2. PDEs on free associative algebra. In this subsection we consider the
so called non-abelian evolution equations, which are natural generalizations of
evolution matrix equations.
3.2.1. Matrix integrable equations. The matrix KdV equation has the following
form
(50) Ut = Uxxx + 3 (UUx +UxU),
where U(x, t) is unknown m × m-matrix. It is known that this equation has
infinitely many higher symmetries for arbitrary m. All of them can be written in
matrix form. The simplest higher symmetry of (50) is given by
Uτ = Uxxxxx + 5 (UUxxx +UxxxU) + 10 (UxUxx +UxxUx)
+ 10 (U2Ux +UUxU+UxU
2).
For m = 1 this matrix hierarchy of symmetries coincides with the usual KdV
hierarchy.
In general [45], we may consider matrix equations of the form
Ut = F (U, U1, . . . , Un), Ui =
∂iU
∂xi
,
where F is a (non-commutative) polynomial with constant scalar coefficients. The
criterion of integrability is the existence of matrix higher symmetries
Uτ = G(U, U1, . . . , Um).
The matrix KdV equation is not an isolated example. Many known integrable
models have matrix generalizations [25, 29, 45]. In particular, the mKdV equa-
tion ut = uxxx + u
2ux has two different matrix generalizations:
Ut = Uxxx + 3U
2Ux + 3UxU
2,
and (see [25])
Ut = Uxxx + 3[U,Uxx]− 6UUxU.
The matrix generalization of the NLS equation (19) is given by
Ut = Uxx − 2UVU, Vt = −Vxx + 2VUV.
8In the scalar case this system has a first integral of first degree.
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The Krichever-Novikov equation (16) with Q = 0 is called the Schwartz KdV
equation. Its matrix generalization is given by
Ut = Uxxx − 3
2
UxxU
−1
x Uxx.
The Krichever-Novikov equation with the generic Q has probably no matrix gen-
eralizations.
The matrix Heisenberg equation has the form
Ut = Uxx − 2Ux(U+V)−1Ux, Vt = −Vxx + 2Vx(U +V)−1Vx.
One of the most renowned hyperbolic matrix integrable equations is the principal
chiral σ-model
Uxy =
1
2
(UxU
−1Uy +UyU
−1Ux).
The system
Ut = λ1Ux + (λ2 − λ3)WtVt,
Vt = λ2Vx + (λ3 − λ1)UtWt,
Wt = λ3Wx + (λ1 − λ2)VtUt
is a matrix generalization of the 3-wave model. In contrast with the previous
equations, it contains matrix transpositions, denoted by t.
Let e1, . . . , eN be a basis of some associative algebra B and
(51) U =
N∑
i=1
ui ei.
Then, all the matrix equations presented above give rise to corresponding inte-
grable systems in the unknown functions u1, . . . , uN in (51). Indeed, just the
associativity of the product in B is enough to ensure that the symmetries of a
matrix equation remain being symmetries of the corresponding system for ui.
In the matrix case B = glm interesting examples of integrable multi-component
systems are produced by Clifford algebras and by group algebras of associative
rings.
The most fundamental setting for the non-abelian equations is the formalism of
free associative algebras, leading to a generalization of matrix equations.
3.2.2. Non-abelian evolution equations over free associative algebras. Let us con-
sider evolution equations on an infinitely generated free associative algebra A. In
the case of one-field non-abelian equations the generators of A are denoted by
(52) U, U1 = Ux, . . . , Uk, . . . .
Being A free, no algebraic relations between the generators exist. All definitions
can be easily generalized to the case of several non-abelian variables.
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The formula
(53) Ut = F (U, U1, . . . , Un), F ∈ A
defines a derivation Dt of A which commutes with the basic derivation
D =
∞∑
0
Ui+1
∂
∂Ui
.
It is easy to check that Dt is defined by the vector field
Dt =
∞∑
0
Di(F )
∂
∂Ui
.
The concepts of symmetry, conservation law, the operation ∗, and formal symmetry
have to be specified for differential equations on free associative algebras.
As in the scalar case, a symmetry is an evolution equation
Uτ = G(U, U1, . . . , Um),
such that the vector field
DG =
∞∑
0
Di(G)
∂
∂ui
commutes with Dt. The polynomial G is called the symmetry generator.
The condition [Dt, DG] = 0 is equivalent to Dt(G) = DG(F ). The latter relation
can be rewritten as
G∗(F )− F∗(G) = 0,
where the differential operator H∗ for any H ∈ A can be defined as follows.
For any a ∈ A we denote by La and Ra the operators of left and right multipli-
cation by a:
La(X) = aX, Ra(X) = X a, X ∈ A.
The associativity of A is equivalent to the identity [La, Rb] = 0 for any a and b.
Moreover,
Lab = La Lb, Rab = RbRa, La+b = La + Lb, Ra+b = Ra +Rb.
Definition 11. We denote by O the associative algebra generated by all operators
of left and right multiplication by any element (52). This algebra is called the
algebra of local operators.
Extending the set of generators with an additional non-commutative symbol V0
and prolonged symbols Vi+1 = D(Vi), one can define, given H(U, U1, . . . , Uk) ∈ A,
H∗(V0) =
∂
∂ε
H(U + εV0, U1 + εV1, U2 + εV2, . . . )
∣∣
ε=0
.
Here H∗ is a linear differential operator of order k with coefficients in O. For
example, (U2 + UU1)∗ = D
2 + LUD +RU1.
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The definition of conserved density has to be modified. In the scalar case [44]
conserved densities are defined up to total x-derivatives, i.e. two conserved densities
are equivalent if ρ1−ρ2 ∈ F/ ImD. In the matrix case the conserved densities are
traces of some matrix polynomials defined up to total derivatives.
In the non-abelian case ρ1 ∼ ρ2 iff ρ1−ρ2 ∈ A/(ImD+[A, A]). The equivalence
class of an element ρ is called the trace of ρ and is denoted by tr ρ.
Definition 12. The equivalence class of an element ρ ∈ A is called conserved
density for equation (53) if Dt(ρ) ∼ 0.
Poisson brackets (34) are defined on the vector space A/(ImD + [A, A]). A
general theory of Poisson and double Poisson brackets on algebras of differen-
tial functions was developed in [8]. An algebra of (non-commutative) differential
functions is defined as a unital associative algebra D with a derivation D and
commuting derivations ∂i, i ∈ Z+ such that the following two properties hold:
1) For each f ∈ D , ∂i(f) = 0 for all but finitely many i;
2) [∂i, D] = ∂i−1.
Formal symmetry. At least for non-abelian equations of the form (53), where
(54) F = Un + f(U, U1, . . . , Un−1)
all definitions and results concerning formal symmetries (as in Subsection 2.2) can
be easily generalized.
Definition 13. A formal series
Λ = D + l0 + l−1D
−1 + · · · , lk ∈ O
is a formal symmetry of order 1 for an equation (54) if it satisfies the equation
Dt(Λ)− [F∗, Λ] = 0 .
For example, for the non-abelian Korteweg-de Vries equation (50) one can
take Λ = R1/2, where R is the following recursion operator for (50) (see [45]):
R = D2 + 2(LU +RU) + (LUx +RUx)D−1 + (LU −RU)D−1 (LU − RU)D−1.
There are analogues to Theorems 4, 5 in the non-commutative case.
4. Non-evolutionary systems
Consider non-evolutionary equations of the form
(55) utt = F (u, u1, . . . , un; ut, u1t, . . . , umt)
where umt = ∂
m+1u/∂xm∂t. In this section F denotes the field of functions of
variables u, u1, u2, . . . and ut, u1t, u2t, . . .. We will say that equation (55) is of
order (n,m). The total x-derivative D and t-derivative Dt are
D =
∞∑
i=0
ui+1
∂
∂ui
+
∞∑
j=0
uj+1t
∂
∂ujt
, Dt =
∞∑
i=0
uit
∂
∂ui
+
∞∑
j=0
Dj(F )
∂
∂ujt
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and commute. It is easy to see that KerD = C in F .
Evolutionary vector fields that commute with D, can be written as
DH =
∞∑
i=0
Di(H)
∂
∂ui
+
∞∑
j=0
Dj(Dt(H))
∂
∂ujt
.
For any functionH(u, u1, . . . , ut, u1t, . . .) ∈ F the differential operatorH∗ is defined
as
H∗ =
∞∑
i=0
∂H
∂ui
Di +
∞∑
j=0
∂H
∂ujt
DjDt.
The linearization operator (see Section 1.1) for (55) has the form
L = D2t − F∗ = D2t − U − V Dt,
where the differential operators U and V
(56)
U = unD
n + un−1D
n−1 + · · ·+ u0,
V = vmD
m + vm−1D
m−1 + · · ·+ v0
with ui =
∂F
∂ui
, vj =
∂F
∂ujt
are defined by the rhs of (55).
Remark 2. We can rewrite (55) in an evolutionary form as
(57) ut = v, vt = F (u, u1, . . . , ur, v, vx, . . . , vs).
The matrix linearization operator for (57) is Dt − F, where
F =
(
0 1
U V
)
.
The approach in [34, 35] is not applicable in the classification of integrable sys-
tems (57), since it requires the diagonalizability of the matrix differential opera-
tor F, and here it is not diagonalizable. Assuming polynomiality of the equations,
a powerful symbolic technique has been developed and applied to perform classifica-
tions of integrable systems (55) in [33,42].
It this paper we develop the approach proposed in [17], which does not assume
the polynomiality of the equations.
4.1. Formal recursion operators.
Definition 14. The pseudo-differential operator R = X + Y Dt with components
X =
p∑
−∞
xiD
i, Y =
q∑
−∞
yiD
i
is called formal recursion operator of order (p, q) for equation (55) if it satisfies
the relation
(58) L(X + Y Dt) = (X¯ + Y¯ Dt)L
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for some formal series X¯, Y¯ .
It follows from (58) that Y¯ = Y and X¯ = X + 2Yt + [Y, V ]. If X and Y are
differential operators (or ratios of differential operators), condition (58) implies
the fact that operator R maps symmetries of equation (55) to symmetries.
Lemma 5. Relation (58) is equivalent to the identities
(59) Xtt − V Xt + [X,U ] + (2Yt + [Y, V ])U + Y Ut = 0,
(60) Ytt + 2Xt + [Y, U ] + [X, V ] + ([Y, V ] + 2Yt)V + Y Vt − V Yt = 0.
Let R1 = X1 + Y1Dt and R2 = X2 + Y2Dt be two formal recursion operators.
Then the product R3 = R1R2, in which D2t is replaced by (U + V Dt) is also a
formal recursion operator whose components are given by
X3 = X1X2 + Y1Y2U + Y1(X2)t, Y3 = X1Y2 + Y1X2 + Y1Y2V + Y1(Y2)t.
Thus the set of all formal recursion operators forms an associative algebra Afrec.
In the evolution case this algebra is generated by one generator of the form (23).
For equation of the form (55) the structure of Afrec essentially depends on the
numbers n and m.
Definition 15. The pseudo-differential operator S = P + QDt is called formal
symplectic operator for equation (55) if it satisfies the relation9
(61) L+(P +QDt) + (P¯ + Q¯Dt)L = 0
for some formal series P¯ , Q¯.
The operator equations for the components of a formal symplectic operator S
have the following form
Ptt + V
∗Pt + 2QtU +QUt = U
∗P − PU − (QV + V ∗Q)U − V ∗t P,(62)
Qtt + 2Pt + 2QtV + V
∗Qt = U
∗Q−QU − (QV + V ∗Q) V
− (PV + V ∗P )− (V ∗t Q +QVt)
(63)
and
P¯ = −P − 2Qt − V +Q−QV, Q¯ = −Q.
Definition 16. We call equation (55) formally integrable if it possesses a formal
recursion operator R of some order (p, q) with a complete set of arbitrary integra-
tion constants.
Since R depends on integration constants linearly, actually we have an infinite-
dimensional vector space of formal recursion operators.
4.2. Examples.
9In the evolution case L = Dt − F∗ and (61) coincide with (26).
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Example of order (3,1).
Example 14. The simplest example of integrable equation of the form (55) is
given by [26]:
(64) utt = uxxx + 3uxuxt + (ut − 3u2x) uxx.
The formal recursion operator of order (n + 1, n)10 for this equation has the
following structure on higher order terms
(ln+1 +mnnux)D
n+1 +
[
ln +mn−1(n−1)ux + ln+1(n+1)
(
1
2
(n−4)u2x + ut
)
+mn
(
1
6
(n+1)
(
n2−7n−6)u3x + n(n+1)utux + 12 (n2−n+2)uxx)] Dn + · · ·
+
{
mnD
n +
[
mn−1 + ln+1(n+1)ux +mn(n+1)
(
n
2
u2x + ut
)]
Dn−1 + · · ·}Dt
where mi, li are the integration constants. Denote by Yi the recursion operator
corresponding to mi = 1, mj = 0 when j 6= i, and lj = 0, and denote by Xi the
recursion operator corresponding to li = 1, lj = 0 if j 6= i and mj = 0. The
operator Y−1 can be written in an explicit form as
Y−1 = −ux +D−1(Dt + 2uxx).
We have that
Y−1−1 = Y−2, Y2−1 = X1, X−11 = X−1, X i1 = Xi.
Therefore any recursion operator R can be uniquely represented in the form
R =
k∑
−∞
ciY i−1, ci ∈ C.
This equation does not admit any formal symplectic operator (see Lemma 6).
The potential Boussinesq equation.
Example 15. An example of integrable equation of order (4,1) is the potential
Boussinesq equation
(65) utt = uxxxx − 3uxuxx.
Similar to Example 14, we can find two different types of formal recursion oper-
ators:
(66) Yi = −38(i+ 2)utD−1+i − 316(i− 2)(i+ 1)uxtD−2+i
+ 1
32
[
9(i− 1)(i+ 2)uxut − 2i
(
i2 − 3i+ 8)uxxt] D−3+i + · · ·
+
{
Di − 3
4
iuxD
−2+i − 3
8
(i− 2)iuxxD−3+i
+
[
9
32
(i2 − 3i+ 2)u2x − 116(i−3)(i−2)(2i+1)uxxx
]
D−4+i + · · ·}Dt
10We do not assume that the leading coefficients are non-zeros and therefore we may postulate
this order without loss of generality.
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and
(67) Xi = Di − 34 iuxD−2+i − 38(i− 2)iuxxD−3+i
+ 1
32
[
9(i− 3)iu2x − 2(2i− 7)(i− 1)iuxxx
]
D−4+i + · · ·
+
{−3
8
iutD
−5+i − 3
16
(i− 5)iuxtD−6+i
+
[
9
32
(i− 5)iuxut − 116(i− 5)(i− 4)iuxxt
]
D−7+i + · · ·} Dt.
However, algebraic relations between them are completely different:
Xi = X i1, Yi = Y1X i−11 .
We also have that
Y21 = X6, Y−11 = Y−5.
so, notably, Y2−2 = 1. We see that the algebra of all formal recursion operators
is generated by X1 and Y1. The generators commute with each other11 and are
related by the algebraic curve
X 21 = Y61 .
The operator Y1 can be written in closed form as
(68) Y1 = −98ut + 38D−1 · uxt +
[
D − 3
8
uxD
−1 − 3
8
D−1 · ux
]
Dt
= −9
8
ut +DDt +
3
8
D−1 · (uxt − uxDt)− 38uxD−1Dt.
The independent classical symmetries of (65) are 1, sa0 = ux and s
b
0 = ut. Applying
the recursion operator Y1 to them, we obtain a chain of symmetries:
sb1 = Y1(ux) = uxxt − 32uxut,
sa2 = Y1(ut) = uxxxxx − 154 uxuxxx − 1516u2t − 4516u2xx + 1516u3x.
In general, Y1(sai ) = sbi+1 and Y1(sbi ) = sai+2, i = 0, 1, . . . where the notation
indicates that there are two types of symmetries
sai = ci u2i+1 + lower order terms,
sbi = di u2it + lower order terms,
i = 0, 1, . . .
Notice that symmetries of type sa1+3i and s
b
2+3i with i = 0, 1, . . . are not produced
by this scheme.
Remark. The potential Boussinesq equation (65) is Lagrangian (see Subsection 4.4.2)
and therefore its linearization operator is self-adjoint: L+ = L. For such equations
recursion and symplectic operators coincide. In particular, the recursion opera-
tor (68) is also a symplectic operator for equation (65).
11A proof that these statements are true uses the homogeneity of (65) and (62), (63).
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4.3. Integrability conditions. For any equation (55) with 2m < n, the terms
with highest order onD in (59)–(60) are in [X,U ] and [Y, U ] and produce equations
where, using integrating factors of the form uα4 , the unknowns xi, yj can be isolated
in two equations of the form
(69) D
(
u
−i/4
4 xi
)
= Ai, D
(
u
−i/4
4 yi
)
= Bi
The right hand sides Ai, Bi depend only on variables xj and yj of lower indexes.
Therefore the coefficients of the series X and Y can be found recursively from
relations (59) and (60) but there appear an infinite number of integrability ob-
structions because equations (69) have no solutions for arbitrary Ai and Bi
12.
Since KerD = C, some integration constants arise from (69) of each step (cf. Re-
mark 1).
Proposition 2 implies that in the evolution case the obstructions to formal in-
tegrability do not depend on the choice of the integration constants and on the
order of formal recursion operator.
Conjecture. This is also true for equations (55) with 2m < n.
To find the coefficients of a formal symplectic operator we have to use the
relations (62), (63). An analysis of the terms with highest order on D leads (cf.
Subsection 2.2.3) to the following
Lemma 6. If 2m < n and n is odd, then no non-trivial formal symplectic operator
exists.
Here we consider two classes of equations (55), of order (3,1) and of order (4,1).
The computations justify the conjecture in these two cases.
4.3.1. Equations of order (3, 1). In the paper [17] equations of the form
(70) utt = f(u3, u1t, u2, ut, u1, u),
∂f
∂u3
6= 0
were considered. According to Lemma 6, such equations have no formal symplectic
operator.
The first integrability conditions for the existence of a formal recursion operator
have the form of conservation laws Dt(ρi) = D(σi), i = 0, 1, . . . (see [6, 17]) and
the conserved densities can be written as
ρ0 =
1
3
√
u3
, ρ1 =
3u2
u3
+
2σ1
3
√
u3
+
σ0v1
u
2/3
3
+
σ20
3
√
u3
, ρ2 =
v1
u
2/3
3
− 2σ0
3
√
u3
,
ρ3 =
v31
u
4/3
3
− 27v0
3
√
u3
+
9u2v1
u
4/3
3
− 9v1Du3
u
4/3
3
− 6σ2
3
√
u3
+
3σ1v1
u
2/3
3
+
6σ1σ0
3
√
u3
+
3σ20v1
u
2/3
3
+
4σ30
3
√
u3
,
12these functions must be total derivatives.
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ρ4 = −81u1
u
2/3
3
+
27u22
u
5/3
3
+
v41
u
5/3
3
+
9u2v
2
1
u
5/3
3
− 27v0v1
u
2/3
3
− 27u2Du3
u
5/3
3
− 9v
2
1Du3
u
5/3
3
+
9 (Du3)
2
u
5/3
3
+
2σ3
3
√
u3
+
3σ2v1
u
2/3
3
+
6σ2σ0
3
√
u3
− 3σ
2
1
3
√
u3
− 6σ1σ0v1
u
2/3
3
− 12σ1σ
2
0
3
√
u3
− 7σ
4
0
3
√
u3
− 5σ
3
0v1
u
2/3
3
−σ0v
3
1
u
4/3
3
+
27σ0v0
3
√
u3
− 9σ0u2v1
u
4/3
3
+
9σ0v1Du3
u
4/3
3
− 27Dt
(
σ0
3
√
u3
)
− 54v1Dσ0
3
√
u3
.
4.3.2. Equations of order (4, 1). Similar conditions for integrable equations of the
form
(71) utt = f(u4, u3, u1t, u2, ut, u1, u),
∂f
∂u4
6= 0
are given [6] by the conserved densities:
ρ0 =
1
4
√
u4
, ρ1 =
u3
u4
, ρ2 =
v1√
u4
− 2 σ0
4
√
u4
,
ρ3 = − 4v0
4
√
u4
+
u3v1
u
5/4
4
− 3v1Du4
2u
5/4
4
− 2σ1
4
√
u4
,
ρ4 = −32u2
u
3/4
4
− 4v
2
1
u
3/4
4
+
12u23
u
7/4
4
+
5 (Du4)
2
u
7/4
4
− 12u3Du4
u
7/4
4
− 16σ2
4
√
u4
− 16σ
2
0
4
√
u4
,
ρ5 =
16u1√
u4
+
3v21Du4
u
3/2
4
− 3u
2
3Du4
u
5/2
4
− 2u3 (Du4)
2
u
5/2
4
+
4u3D
2u4
u
3/2
4
+
8u2Du4
u
3/2
4
− 8u2u3
u
3/2
4
+
8v0v1√
u4
+
2u33
u
5/2
4
− 2u3v
2
1
u
3/2
4
− 2σ3
4
√
u4
− 4σ0σ1
4
√
u4
+ 8Dt
(
σ0
4
√
u4
)
+
16v1 (Dσ0)
4
√
u4
− 3σ0v1 (Du4)
u
5/4
4
+
2σ0u3v1
u
5/4
4
− 8σ0v0
4
√
u4
.
Remark. Supposing X of order n+1 and Y of order n in (59), (60), the density ρ0
comes from the coefficient of Dn+4 in (59), ρ1 from the coefficient of D
n+3 in (59),
ρ2 from D
n+1 in (60), ρ3 from D
n in (60), ρ4 from D
n+2 in (59), ρ5 from D
n+1
in (59), ρ6 from D
n−1 in (60), ρ7 from D
n−2 in (60), etc.
It would be interesting to find a recurrent formula for these conserved densities
similar to (30).
The existence of a formal symplectic operator imposes additional conditions
(cf. Theorem 7). The first calculated conditions are of a similar nature than in the
evolution case: the densities ρi must be conserved and, additionally, some of them
must be trivial, i.e. total derivatives. Concretely, at the time of writing this report
we know that ρ1 = Dω1, ρ3 = Dω3, ρ5 = Dω5, and ρ7 = Dω7, where ωi ∈ F are
local functions.
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The general formulas for the first coefficients of formal recursion operators for a
general equation (71), written in terms of coefficients of the linearization operator
(see (56)), are given by
(72) Xi = u
i
4
4D
i +
[
1
4
iu3u
i
4
−1
4 +
1
8
(i− 4)i (Du4) u
i
4
−1
4
]
D−1+i + · · ·
+
{[
1
4
iu
i
4
−1
4 v1 − 12iσ0u
i
4
− 3
4
4
]
D−3+i + · · ·
}
Dt
(73) Yi =
[
1
4
iu
i
4
4 v1 − 12(i+ 2)σ0u
i
4
+ 1
4
4
]
D1+i + · · ·
+
{
u
i
4
4D
i +
[
1
4
iu3u
i
4
−1
4 +
1
8
(i− 4)i (Du4) u
i
4
−1
4
]
D−1+i + · · ·
}
Dt.
The next coefficients depend on the fluxes σi, which correspond to the canonical
conserved densities ρi shown above. The integration constants are hidden in the
fluxes.
The formal symplectic operators have the following structure:
(74) Pi = κu
i
4
−1
4 D
i + κ
[
1
4
iu3u
i
4
−2
4 +
1
8
(i− 4)i(Du4)u
i
4
−2
4
]
D−1+i + · · ·
+
{
κ
[
1
4
(i−1)v1u
i
4
−2
4 − 18ω3u
i
4
− 7
4
4 − 12(i−4)σ0u
i
4
− 7
4
4
]
D−3+i + · · ·
}
Dt
(75) Qi = κ
[
1
4
(i− 1)v1u
i
4
−1
4 − 18ω3u
i
4
− 3
4
4 − 12(i− 2)σ0u
i
4
− 3
4
4
]
D1+i + · · ·
+
{
κu
i
4
−1
4 D
i + κ
[
1
4
iu3u
i
4
−2
4 +
1
8
(i−4)i (Du4) u
i
4
−2
4
]
D−1+i + · · ·
}
Dt
where the function κ is defined by the formula Dκ = 2u3κ/u4. Since the density
ρ1 is trival, κ ∈ F .
4.4. Lists of integrable equations.
4.4.1. Equations of order (3, 1). In [17] we find that the only integrable equations
of type
(76) utt = u3 + f(u1t, u2, ut, u1, u).
up to certain point transformations are
utt = u3 + (3u1 + k)u1t + (ut − u21 − 2ku1 + 6℘)u2 − 2℘′ut + 6℘′u21
+ (℘′′ + k℘′)u1,
(77)
utt = u3 +
[
3
ut
u1
+ 3
2
X(u)
]
u1t − u
2
2
u1
−
[
3
u2t
u21
+ 3
2
X(u)
ut
u1
]
u2
+ c2
[
u1ut +
3
2
X(u)u21
]
,
(78)
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where ℘ = ℘(u) is a solution of (℘′)2 = 8℘3 + k2℘2 + k1℘ + k0, X(u) = c2u + c1
and k1, k2, c1, c2 are arbitrary constants. Both are linearizable.
4.4.2. Lagrangian equations of order (4, 1). In [6], a classification of integrable
Lagrangian systems with Lagrangians of the form
L =
1
2
L2(u2, u1, u) u
2
t + L1(u2, u1, u) ut + L0(u2, u1, u)
was performed. The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations are of the form (71),
and a total of eight systems were found, with Lagrangians:
L1 =
u2t
2
+ ǫ u1ut +
u22
2
+ δ2
u21
2
+ δ1
u2
2
+ δ0u,(79)
L2 =
u2t
2
− u21ut +
u22
2
+
u41
2
,(80)
L3 =
u2t
2
+
u22
2
+
u31
2
,(81)
L4 =
u2t
2
+ a(u) u1ut +
u22
2u41
+ a′(u)u1 log u1 +
a2(u)
2
u21 + d(u),(82)
L5 =
u2t
2
+
(
γ
u1
+ ǫ u1
)
ut +
u22
2u41
+
ǫ2
2
u21 +
γ2
2u21
+
δ
u1
, |γ|+ |δ| 6= 0,(83)
L6 =
u1
2
u2t + (ǫu1 + β)u1ut +
u22
2u31
+
ǫ2
2
u31 + ǫβ u
2
1 +
δ
u1
,(84)
L7 =
u2t
2u1
+
b(u)
u1
ut +
u22
2a(u)4u51
+
d2(u)
u1
,(85)
L8 =
u2t
2(u21 − 1)
+
u22
2(u21 − 1)
+d(u)u21−
d(u)
3
, d′′′(u)− 8d(u)d′(u) = 0.(86)
The Greek letters are arbitrary constants, and the Lagrangians are nonequivalent
through contact transformations and total derivatives. The integrability of L4
was proved only if a′(q) = 0, while a non-constant a(q) leads probably to a non-
integrable equation. All the other Lagrangians were proved integrable by providing
explicit quasi-local recursion operators R, all of them being of type Yi or Xi.
4.5. Quasi-local recursion operators. The linear case (79) admits two recur-
sion operators L1 = D and X′ = Dt that create a double chain of symmetries
starting from u.
The search of explicit recursion operators is again facilitated by the quasi-local
ansatz (32) adapted to the non-evolutionary case:
(87) R = D +
∑
k
skD
−1 · Ck,
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where D is a differential operator, the coefficients sk are symmetries and Ck the
variational derivatives of conserved densities. The only difference with the evolu-
tion case is that the variational derivative not a function but a differential operator
of the form pDt + q, p, q ∈ F . Namely, if ρ∗ = P +QDt then
δρ
δu
= P+(1) +Q+(1)Dt.
Example 16. Equation (77) has essentially only one non-trivial conserved density
given by
(88) ρ = ut − u2x + 2℘(u).
The explicit recursion operator for this equation can be written in the form
R = D + (ut − 2u2x − kux + 2℘) + uxD−1(Dt + 2uxx + 2℘′).
In the non-local term the factor ux is a symmetry and the operator Dt+2uxx+2℘
′ is
the variational derivative of the conserved density. Thus this recursion operator fits
into the quasi-local ansatz (87) . Symmetries of equation (77) can be constructed
by applying this recursion operator to the seed symmetries ux and ut.
Another quasi-local recursion operator for (77) has the form
R¯ = Dt + (uxx − u3x − ku2x + 6℘ux + k℘ + ℘′) + utD−1(Dt + 2uxx + 2℘′).
One can verify that
R¯2 = R3 + c2R2 + c1R+ c0
for some constants ci. Recall that the situation is similar for the Krichever-Novikov
equation (see Subsection 2.3).
The recursion operator (68) for the potential Boussinesq equation (65) has the
form (87), where the two non-local terms are generated by the symmetries s1 =
1, s2 = ux and by the conserved densities ρ1 = uxut and ρ2 = ut.
Another example is system (85) that admits for all the arbitrary functions in-
volved, notably, a local differential recursion operator
Y0 = −D · ut
ux
+Dt.
This operator generates a chain of symmetries starting from ut. Usually, the
existence of a local recursion operator shows that the equation is linearizable.
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